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Diabatic States Idea

Na•  + Cl•

Na+ + Cl-

Diabatic Electronic States tend to have the same 
physical character at different nuclear geometries 
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Marcus Theory
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Energy Transfer

VAB ≈
R2µA ⋅µB − 3 µA ⋅R( ) R ⋅µB( )

R5
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Outstanding Issues

• What are these diabatic 
states? 

• How do we explore this free 
energy landscape? 

• How do we compute V?
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Implemented Charge & Spin Constraints in NWChem and QChem

Constrained DFT

Donor Acceptor

Positive

• The diabatic state D+A can be obtained by 
constraining a positive charge on the donor
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FAAQ and FcFAAQ

FAAQ FcFAAQ

            FAAQ (Expt)  FcFAAQ (Expt) 
ΔG=     2.36 eV (2.24 eV)   1.12 eV (1.12 eV)
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•Using CDFT (B3LYP/6-31G*/COSMO), one finds

τcr>900 μs τcr=20 ps

Exploring Electron Transfer
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Continuum Dielectric Solvation

• Step 1: Enclose Molecule in a Cavity

• Step 3: Solve Self-Consistently for the 
charge density and the polarization P(ε)

• Step 2: Fill the rest of space with a 
material that has a constant dielectric, ε

Exploring Electron Transfer
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Explicit Solvation

A QM/MMpol Molecular Dynamics Trajectory (B3LYP/3-21G)

Exploring Electron Transfer
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Exploring The Free Energy Landscape

ECT

ENeut

PN(ΔE)

PCT(ΔE)

GCT

GN

GN=-kT lnPN

GCT=-kT lnPCT

λ=1.4 eV

Exploring Electron Transfer
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Marcus Theory
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Average 

VRP & VPR

Determining Diabatic Couplings

• The coupling, VRP, is a functional of the constrained 
densities and can be re-written in the suggestive form: 

• Good Approximation: Use KS wavefunctions for R and P
Wu and Van Voorhis JCP 125 164105.

CDFT
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Zn+-Zn ↔ Zn-Zn+

VDA = A exp(-βr/2)

GMH (CI) 

β = 2.55

CDFT 

β = 2.69

GMH data from 
Cave and 

Newton, JCP, 
106, 9213 

(1997)
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Fc-Bridge-Fc+ Coupling

Exploring Electron Transfer

Hab= 0.88 kcal/mol

Hab= 0.15 kcal/mol

Hab= 0.03 kcal/mol

CDFT

B3LYP/6-31G* Ding et al JPCA 114 6039 (2010)
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Organic Solar Cells

Bulk Heterojunction Cells (~8% Power Efficiency)

glass

ITO
PEDOT:PSS

150 Å CuPc
450Å C60

350Å BCP
12Å LiF/1000Å Al Anode

Cathode

Protective Layer

Protective Layer

Electron Transport
Hole Transport

Planar Heterojunction Cells (~4% Power Efficiency)

C60

CuPc
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Absorption  
Spectra

Exciton 
Diffusion

Charge  
Transfer

Charge  
Mobility

Organic Photovoltaics
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QM/MM Model of Interfaces

Classical Force 
Field (MM) on nm 

length scale

Subsystem of interest
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Application: Triplet Excitation 

Energy Transfer

• Obtain localized states 
by constraining the 
spin 

• Compute coupling 
Directly:

A*B AB*

∆G

λ
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Triplet Diffusion in Crystalline Tetracene

    Tetracene A/B/C (μm)   (λ=0.33 eV) 
LD Expt:  --/18/-- LD Theory: 20/25/.09  
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Disordered Tetracene Films
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Figure 4: a) Rubrene crystal looking down the C axis. b) Tetracene crystal looking down the
C axis, anthracene has identical crystal orientations. c) Disordered tetracene cell depicting three
different semi-crystalline domains.
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Figure 5: The total diffusion constant (Dtot) has no correlation to an increase in intermolecular
disorder.
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Figure 4: a) Rubrene crystal looking down the C axis. b) Tetracene crystal looking down the
C axis, anthracene has identical crystal orientations. c) Disordered tetracene cell depicting three
different semi-crystalline domains.
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Photovoltaics: Capture&Conversion

(Photos=Light   Volta=Inventor of the first electrical battery) 

Si solar panels convert light to 
electricity by creating a 
junction

90% of the market is Silicon 
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Shockley-Quiesser Limit
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Singlet Fission

• Fission is spin allowed 
• Observed in a handful of organic materials 

• Acenes, isobenzofurans, polyacetlyene 

• Analogous to Multiple Exciton Generation in Quantum Dots!
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Solar Panel Coatings?

Silicon Solar Panel

T T

+
-

+

- +
-

Tetracene ET ~ 1.2 eV 
Silicon Gap ~ 1.1 eV
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Singlet Fission

• Fission is spin allowed 
• Observed in a handful of organic materials 

• Acenes, isobenzofurans, polyacetlyene
!
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Fission Can Be Ultrafast

!

Transient!measurements!es#mate!the!fission!yield!at!200%.!

M.!W.!B.!Wilson!et!al.,!J.#Am.#Chem.#Soc.,!133,!no.!31,!11830!(2011).!
W.>L.!Chan,!et!al,!Science,!334,!no.!6062,!1541,!(2011).!
!

Images courtesy of S. Yost and T. Van Voorhis 

Why is it so fast?
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Crossing Between S1 and TT

Zimmerman et al Nat. Chem. 2, 648 (2010)

butadiene17,18 allows the wavefunction to be expressed as two triplets,
each localized on one monomer. Two triplets localized onto two
monomers and coupled as a singlet can only be described as a
doubly excited state of AG symmetry, because other symmetries
produce states of higher energies than 2× E(T1). Therefore, the
spin-conserving singlet fission process can be fundamentally
described as arising from a transition from S1 to D, followed by spon-
taneous separation of D into two singlet coupled triplets localized on
individual monomers.

Discussion
We have used high-level correlated calculations of the low-lying
excited states of pentacene to identify specific dark states D that
are close in energy to 2× E(T1) and lower in energy than S1 both
for the monomer and for a parallel dimer. A detailed analysis of
the electronic configurations comprising the wavefunctions of D
shows that they are best described as multiple charge carrier pairs
or, more specifically, two electron–hole pairs. Because D has the
character of multiple excitons, this specific type of state is likely to
be important in many systems that exhibit multiple-carrier
generation from single photons12–14,16. Dark states, which are
difficult to observe experimentally, are therefore central to multiple
charge carrier generation mechanisms.

To determine how D may separate into two triplets, we con-
sidered an excimer as a possible intermediary. First, an excimer of
S1 immediately becomes favourable after photoexcitation. As the
separation between the monomers decreases towards the excimer
geometry, S1 decreases in energy while D increases in energy. For
geometries near the excimer, the multi-exciton state D is close in
energy to S1. As a result, facile relaxation from S1 to D is expected.
Once D forms, the excimer structure is no longer energetically
favoured and repulsive interactions cause immediate separation of
the monomers that are each well described by the presence of one
triplet localized on each pentacene molecule with the two triplets
coupled together into a singlet.

The singlet fission mechanism proposed herein explains several
experimental observations. First, the photobleaching of S1
(ref. 9,10) can be accounted for by transition to D, which precludes
the S0" S1 transition. Second, because the electronic state remains
a singlet even as the two triplets separate, this process is spin-

allowed and occurs on fast timescales. Third, given that the
energy of D is approximately twice that of the triplet T1 (E(D)≈
2× E(T1)), D has sufficient energy to act as an intermediate in
the singlet fission process. This is consistent with the observation
that, in contrast to tetracene, triplet formation is not thermally acti-
vated in pentacene3,4. Finally, the photo-induced absorption onset at
$1.2 eV (ref. 3,4) is consistent with our predicted triplet–triplet
absorption (T1" T2) of 1.24 eV that specifically identifies triplets
formed in the fission process.

Analysis of the rate of the S1"D transition using LZ theory and a
conical intersection search predicts the rapid crossing of S1 to D on a
vibrational timescale. This is consistent with the experimentally
observed 70-fs timescale for photobleaching of the S0" S1 transition.

An understanding of multi-exciton dark states is required to
advance beyond the basic energetic criteria for the development of
materials that maximize the rate of singlet fission. In addition to
the requirement that the energy of the photoexcited state be at
least twice that of the triplet excited state, the following conditions
must be satisfied for efficient singlet splitting. First, a state must
exist that is close in energy to the optically allowed excited state.
Second, this state must consist of two electron–hole pairs, that is,
four unpaired electrons. Third, efficient transition from the optically
allowed excited state to the multi-exciton state must exist. Although
this study focuses on the dark multi-exciton state D in pentacene,
these results imply that understanding D will be essential in explain-
ing many materials that generate multiple charge carrier pairs from
single photons.

Methods
To determine the character of pentacene excited states involved in the singlet fission
process, we used multi-reference Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MRMP). This
method accounts for a quantum state’s dynamic correlation by applying a second-
order perturbation to a complete-active-space wavefunction (CASSCF) and is similar
to the CASPT2 method33. MRMP has been shown to be accurate for excitation
energies calculated using a triple zeta basis set34 and has in fact served as a benchmark
for excitation energies35,36. Importantly, MRMP is one of the few methods capable of
accurately describing ME states. For instance, less computationally demanding
approaches such as TD–DFT fail to describe multiply excited states correctly37. On the
other hand, we have previously used quantum Monte Carlo38 to accurately describe
similar states, but this approach is too computationally demanding for pentacene.
Similarly, although multi-reference CI could describe the relevant ME states, its
computational expense makes it impractical.
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Figure 3 | Energies of excited states of a parallel pentacene dimer as a function of separation distance. The mechanism for singlet fission in the crystal
phase can be described in terms of a state crossing from S1 to D. Once photoexcitation to S1 occurs, intermolecular forces cause two monomers to approach
the excimer geometry. As they approach the state crossing region, the probability of transition from S1 to D becomes large. Upon crossing into D, the
monomers then separate due to the repulsive interaction. At long distances, D becomes two triplets, each localized on one monomer.

NATURE CHEMISTRY DOI: 10.1038/NCHEM.694 ARTICLES

NATURE CHEMISTRY | VOL 2 | AUGUST 2010 | www.nature.com/naturechemistry 651
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Hypothesis 1: Direct Fission

S1 S0 T T

Simultaneous 

2e- Exchange

• Analogous to kinetic exchange in magnetic 
complexes 

• Governed by:

V ≡ S1S0 Ĥ TT ≈ LUMOL HOMOR LUMOLLUMOR
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Charge Transfer States

114103-5 Berkelbach, Hybertsen, and Reichman J. Chem. Phys. 138, 114103 (2013)

similar results. In most simulations, we find that this S1 super-
position is achieved, regardless of the initial condition, on a
10 fs timescale, which is much faster than the overall fission
process.

A. Scanning energies

Because we only consider a homodimer and exclude the
ground state, we can simplify our notation, collectively refer-
ring to the S1S0 and S0S1 states as “S1,” CA and AC as “CT,”
and T1T1 as “TT.” In this case, there are only two independent
energetic parameters, which we take to be the energy offset
of the CT states with respect to the TT state, E(CT) − E(TT),
and the analogous offset of the S1 states to the TT state, E(S1)
− E(TT). We naturally expect that fission will take place as
long as both of these parameters are positive, such that TT is
the lowest energy state (an assumption well-founded for pen-
tacene, based on experiment and calculations). This expecta-
tion is clearly validated in Fig. 3, which shows the singlet fis-
sion yield after the four periods of time, t = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
1 ps, as a function of the two aforementioned energy offsets.
The fission yield at time t is calculated simply as the popu-
lation of the diabatic TT state, PTT(t), times 200%, the latter
factor indicating conversion of one exciton into two. Note that
this metric is a combination of the rate of fission as well as
the thermodynamic equilibrium of the system. One can easily
imagine situations where the rate of fission may be fast but
thermodynamic equilibrium does not overwhelmingly favor
the TT state. Different physical situations and technological
applications will dictate whether it is more desirable to extract
fewer carriers due to fission at short times (wherein one would
want to optimize the rate only) or wait longer to extract more
carriers (optimize the equilibrium). Of course the combina-
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FIG. 3. Singlet fission yield, PTT(t) × 200%, after the four periods of time
indicated for the [1/2 1/2] pentacene dimer. The dashed line qualitatively sep-
arates the superexchange (SX) regime, E(CT) > E(S1), from the sequential
(SEQ) regime, E(S1) > E(CT). Estimated energy levels for the pentacene
dimer are denoted by the white circle.

tion, i.e., rapid fission with high thermodynamic efficiency, is
most ideal and may also be possible in some situations.

Returning to Fig. 3, we divide the energetic phase space
into two regions, E(CT) > E(S1) and E(CT) < E(S1), demar-
cated by a dashed white line. Only the latter yields the rather
obvious energetic pathway for mediated fission, i.e., popula-
tion flows from S1 to CT, and then from CT to TT. We call this
the “sequential” mediated mechanism. The sequential mecha-
nism can be clearly seen in Fig. 3 to yield very efficient singlet
fission, even at short time. Perhaps the ideal energetic config-
uration is achieved for E(S1) − E(TT) = 400 meV and E(CT)
− E(TT) = 200 meV, which yields about 150% singlet fission
after only 200 fs.

We now consider the opposite energetic regime, E(CT)
> E(S1). Although this regime naively suggests a barrier to
singlet fission (recall that the direct coupling term has been set
to zero), we see a remarkably high fission yield, even at short
times, as long as 0 < E(S1) − E(TT) ! 500 meV. With this
criterion satisfied, efficient singlet fission occurs even for CT
energies up to 1 eV above TT. We refer to this somewhat sur-
prising result as the “superexchange” mediated mechanism, a
phenomenon familiar from electron transfer in magnetic and
photosynthetic systems,43–47 and introduced in our preced-
ing paper18 in the context of singlet fission. Clearly near the
boundary E(CT) = E(S1), the distinction between “sequen-
tial” and “superexchange” is not so sharp. However we will
continue to adopt these names, so as to imply that the dynam-
ics are mostly characteristic of either one or the other, i.e.,
these limiting forms provide a useful language for the discus-
sion of competing effects in CT-mediated singlet fission.

One may naturally question the relevance of the above
analysis to pentacene, asking what are the relevant energetic
parameters for a pentacene dimer? In all panels of Fig. 3,
we have placed a circle that encompasses the estimated en-
ergy levels for pentacene (discussed below), clearly placing it
in the superexchange-dominated regime. Recent calculations
on pentacene dimers by Greyson et al.26 using a combina-
tion of TD-DFT and constrained DFT, found E(S1) − E(TT)
= 240 meV and E(CT) − E(TT) = 354 meV. As pointed out,
accurate electronic structure calculations of excited states, in-
cluding those with multiple excitations, can be difficult and so
we also consider estimates based on experimental measure-
ments. To a first approximation (which was also adopted by
Greyson et al.26), the energy of the multi-exciton state is sim-
ply twice the energy of the lowest triplet state, E(TT) ≈ 2E(T1)
= 2 × 0.86 eV = 1.72 eV, where 0.86 eV is the experimental
T1 excitation energy.48 The first singlet excitation energy of a
pentacene monomer is approximately E(S1) = 2.1–2.3 eV49,50

giving an energy offset of E(S1) − E(TT) ≈ 400 meV. Diabatic
charge transfer energies are difficult to determine experimen-
tally, but estimates from (adiabatic) spectroscopic measure-
ments on crystals suggest values upwards of 2.3–2.5 eV,40,51

thereby predicting E(CT) − E(TT) ≈ 600 meV or more. Most
importantly, there is little debate that charge transfer energies
are always higher in energy than those of the first excited sin-
glet, such that pentacene lies unambiguously in the superex-
change regime of CT-mediated singlet fission. While we of
course cannot definitively conclude that fission in pentacene
occurs exclusively via CT-mediated superexchange (given the

 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
18.7.29.240 On: Wed, 23 Oct 2013 14:47:24

state is dark at large separations (as expected from the one-
electron character of the dipole operator), it acquires
increasing absorption cross section with decreasing dis-
tance via intensity borrowing from the single exciton
states. At a distance of 5.4 Å, single and double excitations
come in pairs with similar weights in the total eigenfunc-
tions, thereby displaying similar transition dipoles. This
feature is fully consistent with the experimental observa-
tion of simultaneous generation of single and multiple
exciton states [11].

Because the results reported in Fig. 1 refer to adiabatic
states obtained by diagonalizing the full INDO/CCSD
Hamiltonian in a large electronic configurational basis, a
two-state coupling matrix element between single and
double excitons, W, cannot be extracted from such calcu-
lations. However, it can be argued that W should not be
larger than the (in)homogeneous linewidth of the penta-
cene absorption spectrum so that the reshuffling in optical
cross-section from FE to TT states ends up being smeared
out by the spectral broadening. Still, W should be large
enough that the oscillator strength is almost equally shared
between the two excited states in the INDO/CCSD dimer
calculations. As suggested by the analysis above, a nonzero
W value implies relaxing either (i) the assumption of equal
amplitude for the intermolecular hole-hole versus electron-
electron, and hole-electron versus electron-hole transfer
integrals; at the DFT level, this asymmetry amounts to
about 10% at 5.6 Å and increases up to 15% at 5.3 Å,
Table S1; and/or (ii) the strict degeneracy in the energy of
the charge-transfer excitations; in the dimer, the herring-
bone arrangement of the pentacene molecules drives an
energy splitting between CT pairs where the hole and
electron localized over the two molecules are swapped;
i.e., CTab and CTba have distinct energies mainly because
of charge-quadrupole interactions [20]. Both scenarios
would favor local CTab and CTba excitations over delocal-
ized CTþ and CT" pairs and result in an efficient mixing
between single and double (triplet-triplet) excitations as
seen in Fig. 1(c) (since the relevant matrix elements are
now given by Eqs. (1)–(3)).

We have investigated this feature further by considering
a Frenkel-Holstein model augmented with exciton-
vibrational couplings to CT (periodic boundary conditions
are applied using an 300# 300# 1ða# b# cÞ unit cell
and five exciton bands are included; see the Supplemental
Material [14]). All energy terms in the Hamiltonian have
been set according to experimental data (e.g., reorganiza-
tion energies for Frenkel excitons and charge carriers, CT
excitation energies) or correlated quantum-chemical cal-
culations (namely INDO/CCSD excitonic couplings, DFT
transfer integrals). The optical absorption spectrum for
pentacene is shown in Fig. 3 alongside the experimental
spectra of Sebastian et al. [21]. The very good agreement
between experiment and theory across a spectral range of
&1 eV brings confidence that the model captures the

essential photophysics of pentacene films. We stress that
slightly different combinations of diabatic CT energies
and transfer integrals lead to similar spectra; hence, there
is some flexibility in the parameter space that reproduces
the experimental optical spectra. Yet, these combinations
all yield a unique CT admixture in the lowest optically
allowed eigenstate of about 45%–50%, in excellent agree-
ment with the supermolecular dimer calculations dis-
cussed above.
Finally, we have included double hole-double electron

excitations (TT pairs) in the basis set of the Frenkel-
Holstein model. The electronic matrix elements between
CT, single and double excitations coincide with the dimer
Hamiltonian in Eq. (4). The ETT energy has been set to be
0.17 eV below the singlet S1 energy, resulting in adiabatic
single and double excitons that are almost degenerate
(this henceforth ensures an exothermic energy close to
the experimental value of &0:11 eV [11] when the opti-
cally generated adiabatic excitons collapse into diabatic
states, namely upon conversion from ME to ME’ in [11]).
Starting from the DFT calculated resonance integrals in
Eq. (4), we first averaged the couplings enforcing
both electron-hole and inversion symmetry and then intro-
duced disparity factors !1 for the CT energies: !1 ¼
ðEðCTabÞ " EðCTbaÞÞ=2 and !2 for the matrix elements:
!2 ¼ ðtðhalbÞ þ tðhblaÞÞ=2 ¼ ðtðlalbÞ þ tðhahbÞÞ=2. In the
parameter space investigated ("200 cm"1 < !1, !2<
200 cm"1), the optical spectra remain virtually unchanged
when the symmetry in the CT energies and/or electronic
couplings is lifted; see the Supplemental Material [14].
However, as predicted from the INDO/CCSD dimer cal-
culations and anticipated from the analysis of the use of
localized versus delocalized CT pairs, nonzero !2 and, to a
far lesser degree, !1 values of &100 cm"1 are enough to

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Calculated absorption spectra along
with experiment spectra (h) of Sebastian et al. [21]. The black
and red curves represent respectively k b and ? b polarized
spectra and the blue curves represent unpolarized spectra.
Experiment and the calculated spectra are normalized and
aligned at the 0–1 peak. (b) Transition dipole moment (tdm) as
a function of the disparities in CT energies (!1) and matrix
elements (!2). The top surface represents the highest tdm among
the coupled FE/TT states while the bottom surface represents
second largest tdm. Note that at (0, 0), there is no tdm sharing
between the FE and the TT states due to cancellation effects.

PRL 110, 226402 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
31 MAY 2013

226402-4

Beljonne et al Phys. Rev. Lett.110 226402 (2013)
Berkelbach&Reichman JCP 138 114103 (2013)
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Hypothesis 2: CT Mediated Fission

[ ]
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Superexchange!

+"[" ]"• Analogous to Superexchange 

• Direct+CT Fission governed 
by combined coupling:

Bright State
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The Excited States Involved
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The Expected Rates 
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Experimental Fission Rates 
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Fission Rates And Couplings

Yost, et al Nat. Chem. 6 492 (2014)
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Bixon-Jortner Agrees With Experiment
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Pentacene Data

Electronic Coupling V (meV)

Yost, et al Nat. Chem. 6 492 (2014)
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More than 1 Electron per Photon
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Solar Panel Coatings?
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Solar Panel Coatings?
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Distance Dependence of Energy Transfer
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Ligand Shell Structure
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FIG. 7. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed to make comparison with com-

putational results. (a) An example of a TEM micrograph of a layer of PbS nanocrystals with

carboxylic acid ligands. (b) TEM data compares well with simulation data (here, taken from the

1.00 nm dot size). The thickness in this plot is corrected for the bond length that joins the ligand

to the surface i.e. Cd-N or Pb-O. The red, dashed line shows the fit to Eq. (2) for the whole data

set. The black, dashed line is a line of slope one.

viewed to be interdigitated ‘spiky balls’. This model was invoked in the explanation of

X-ray experiments, which suggested that nanocrystals form superstructures with dot-to-dot

distances comparable to a single stretched ligand length [20]. In contrast, our ‘hairball’

picture shows a di↵erent path to achieve this dot-to-dot distance, as two halves of a ligand

plus two Cd-N bond lengths (see Fig. 8).

There is also an important additional benefit to come from the experimental result. The

simulated system is CdSe dots with amine ligands, whilst the experimental data come from

PbS dots with carboxylic acid ligands. The agreement of ligand shell thickness beyond this
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→CDFT allows simulation of 

excited states in complex 
environments

← CDFT predicts the rate of 
singlet fission in devices

Outlook And Future Work

→What about other types of 
other types of reactions?

MIT

Diabatic Picture of a Reaction
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Pentacene transient: Wilson et al. JACS, 133, 11830 (2011) 
New derivatives synthesized by Swager, measured in collaboration with Friend Group 
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